Duration Calculus
• "Logical approach to the formal design of real-time systems" [Cha03] • State variables P are given an interpretation I(P ): • Semantics of a formula depends on the given interpretation and interval
• Special syntactical elements:
• S: gives the duration of state S in an interval • F 1 ;F 2 : "chops" an interval into two subintervals, F 1 is evaluated in the first one, F 2 in the second
Phase Event Automata
• Operational semantics for CSP-OZ-DC
• "Timed Automata" to model data values and events 
The Idea of Test Formulae
• A test formula T F states bad behaviour
• Does a given automaton P h avoid this behaviour
• Else it is faulty, bad behaviour can occur
• We want to check this automatically
From Normal Form to Test Automata
• For every test formula T F there is a formula in normal form ∃Obs : T F
• Construct a phase event automaton P(T F ) with final states
• Given an interpretation I:
⇔∃r ∈ Run(P(T F )) : I fits r ∧ r reaches final state
Model Checking with Test Automata
• Test Automata reduce the question ¬ (P h |= 0 ¬T F ) to a reachability problem
⇔∃r ∈ Run(P h P(T F )) : r reaches final state
• Translate P h P(T F ) to TCS
• Check reachability with ARMC
The Class of Test Formulae
• Not every formula can be translated into phase event automata
• Idea: Allow negation only for restricted formulae
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Reasons for a Normal Form
• A normal form • reduces the construction task to formulae of one special kind • shows parts that need to be constructed and the way to combine them • leads to less complex automata
• Idea: Build a disjunctive normal form over traces
• Problem: There is no distributive law for chop ; and conjunction ∧
Sync Events and Distributivity
• A sync event is an event occuring only once
• This moment can be used for synchronization
• But test formulae do not contain sync events
A Normal Form for Test Formulae
Every test formula is equivalent to a formula of the form
where
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Test Automata Semantics
• Define a compositional semantics for test formulae P(T race) :=explicit P(¬T race) :=explicit
• The sequential composition P(T F 1 ) • s P(T F 2 ) connects final states in P(T F 1 ) with start states in P(T F 2 ) via event edge s
Conclusion
• Adapted the idea of test automata to phase event automata
• Defined a class of test formulae automata can be constructed for
• Provided a distributive law for duration calculus
• Proved a normal form for test formulae
• Constructed test automata out of test formulae in normal form
Future Work
• Implement a compiler
• Check expressiveness of test formulae (in case studies)
• Enlarge the class of test formulae
